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in the way it sounds
It’s best known as the spiritual
home of the Beatles, and has hosted
musical legends from to Oasis to Amy
Winehouse. Now the iconic recording
studio, under the guidance of
Dubliner Isabel Garvey, is broadening
its focus to welcome a brave new
world of musical and technical talent

JILL FURMANOVSKY

By John Reynolds

‘N

ile Rodgers is our chief creative
director. He was working in here
last week. Some other musicians
like to use the space just to come in
and write,” says Ranelagh native
Isabel Garvey, referring almost
casually to the Chic frontman, producer, songwriter
and guitarist who has worked with everyone from
Madonna to Diana Ross to David Bowie to Daft Punk.
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SOMETHING

Isabel Garvey, Ranelagh native and managing director of Abbey Road Studios
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Left: the Beatles
with producer
George Martin in
the background,
performing All You
Need Is Love at
Abbey Road Studios
(then called EMI
Studios) on June
25, 1967. The song
served as Britain’s
contribution to Our
World, the first live
global television link
up. The programme
was broadcast via
satellite and seen by
an audience of more
than 400 million in
25 countries GETTY
Above: the sleeve
art of Abbey Road,
the final album that
the Beatles recorded
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Cilla Black with Beatles producer George Martin at Abbey Road in 1964

The media sometimes
have us believe that pop artists
are more manufactured than
they actually are. When you
see and hear their raw talent,
that’s quite something

from page 1

The tall, gregarious 43-year-old
Dubliner has perhaps one of the most
enviable jobs in the music business, as
managing director of the iconic Abbey
Road Studios, the west London recording
home of the Beatles.
As part of a tour of the legendary studios – something many music aficionados would give their right arm for – she’s
showing The Sunday Business Post the cosy
new ‘front room’ studio in the building,
which is essentially a large, reimagined
and extended Georgian house.
Over the past several years, the UCD
commerce graduate has overseen a
multimillion-pound expansion of the
business, whose parent is Universal
Music (itself part of French media giant
Vivendi).
The expansion has been both physical
– with the front room being one of three
new studio spaces added – and in practical terms, with several new divisions
now up and running, as well as a gift shop
selling Abbey Road and Beatles-related
merchandise.
The studios don’t give out turnover and
profit figures, but since 2015 Garvey has
almost doubled the turnover of the business, while profits have virtually tripled.
Continuing our tour, we take in the
majesty of Studio One, the largest studio
of its kind in the world. Its control room,
with its huge analogue desk full of buttons, dials, sliders and switches, is a bit
like the cockpit of the Starship Enterprise.
Film scores for Skyfall and The Empire
Strike Back, Gravity and the Lord of the
Rings trilogy were recorded in this space,
while the likes of U2, Harry Styles and
Sting have played sessions here.
Studio Two is “the Beatles’ studio”,
aﬃrms Garvey. “About 190 of their 210
tracks were recorded here. It’s the oldest and most famous studio here, and
opened in 1932. It’s one of the most recognisable and sought-after studios in the
world, where others including Kate Bush,
Shirley Bassey, Oasis, Adele and many
more have recorded. More recently, it
has hosted Noel Gallagher, Ed Sheeran,
George Ezra and The 1975.
“The pianos have been here for decades. John Lennon left cigarette burns
on the Steinway honky-tonk one that
we call Mrs Mills. Lady Madonna was
played on that, and more recently Paul
McCartney used it for his album Egypt
Station,” says Garvey.
We move on to Studio Three, which
was originally the smallest studio. It’s a
more intimate space where Amy Winehouse would have recorded her later
songs. “Pink Floyd recorded Dark Side
of the Moon here. More recently, Dua
Lipa would have recorded here, as did
the likes of Liam Gallagher and Florence
& The Machine,” Garvey says.
“Giles Martin [son of Beatles producer George, and Abbey Road’s head of
audio and sound] would have worked
on the remixes of the Beatles’ albums
here. He would have also worked on
the soundtrack for the Elton John biopic
Rocketman here.
“The hip-hop outfit Brockhampton
recorded here; their album went to number one in the US. They had an exercise
bike in here at one stage, and were in 24
hours a day at times. It was that intense
creative process,” Garvey says.
Some in the music world with a real ear
for sound can tell if a song was recorded
at Abbey Road, she adds.
As we chat, I notice several strikingly
tall speakers in the room on each side of

the control desk. They belong to British
speaker maker Bowers & Wilkins, which
had a press event here earlier in the day.
A Google search reveals that the speakers
retail at up to €65,000 per pair. For that
kind of money, you might expect them
to look like quirky sculptures or works
of art, and in that respect they do not
disappoint.
They are appropriate for the setting.
The daily cost of recording in any of the
three oldest studios is in the thousands.
But to hire the Front Room one costs £500
a day, so Abbey Road has become more
accessible and aﬀordable to that extent.
As we head back to Garvey’s
glass-fronted oﬃce to continue our
chat, we pass walls adorned with numerous photos of the Beatles and some
of the aforementioned bands that have
recorded here. There are also posters for
numerous Star Wars and James Bond
films that have been scored here.
Garvey seems very much at home.
“There have been some amazing film
scores recorded here. When a full concert
orchestra is here in Studio One, the sound
is just phenomenal. It’s nerve-tingling
and gives you goosebumps; you just
don’t get that close to an orchestra at a
concert,” she says, enthused.
“The media might sometimes have us
believe that many pop artists are more
manufactured than they actually are, so
we underestimate them. When you meet
them and see and hear their raw talent,
that’s also quite something.”
She greets many of the artists and producers when they visit. “Artists tend to
be very much in work mode when they
come here, but we’re all about providing a service and looking after them. At
most, very occasionally you might have
a glass of wine with some of them at the
end of the day.”

Tuning up the skills
Garvey joined the business in late 2014,
having worked her way up through the
ranks of EMI and Warner. On leaving
UCD, she spent three years as an analyst
with investment bank Morgan Stanley,
“getting no sleep and working all the
hours God gave”.
That was followed by another three
years of “getting really involved, doing
financing, lots of due diligence legwork
involving trips to places oﬀ the beaten
track, visiting factories in America, looking mostly at unexciting businesses” in
private equity with Compass Partners.
It wasn’t until 2004 that she took up
the role of vice-president of digital at
EMI. The following year, the company
would have its highest-selling album
with Coldplay’s X&Y. She laughs as she
recalls being in the boardroom with the
other executives listening to it for the first
time as some of them played air guitar.
“My two bosses there taught me all
about the music business, from top
to bottom. I was in charge of how the
company would navigate the threats
and opportunities as music began to go
digital from 2004 onwards, working on
deals with the likes of Amazon that were
starting to be made,” she says.
“There, and then at Warner, I was at
gigs, meeting artists, and I guess I was
living a bit of the rock ’n’ roll dream. I
could touch the creativity; I was that
close to it. I saw how it can be a very
tough industry as well. You see how easily
people can rise and fall. I saw how the
balance between commerce and creativity is really, really tricky.

’’

“It’s very easy to get wrong, so it requires a certain sensibility and that’s
something you have to learn. It keeps
it permanently challenging. But I find
that meeting those kinds of hugely creative talents is so inspiring, because their
brains work completely diﬀerently to
mine.”
During four years with Warner, one
of which was spent scouting out and
acquiring ten diﬀerent businesses that
were then integrated to form what was
the digital side of the giant’s European
music business, Garvey built on the skills
developed during her banking and private equity days.
She also met a lot of tech and music-related start-ups, which fuelled an interest
in working in that area. Deciding to take
a break from corporate life, she spent
two years consulting with several early
stage firms, and working on an idea for
a lifestyle-related smartphone app she
planned to develop on her own.
“That world was a fascinating
eye-opener in terms of seeing how people’s character can determine whether
they’re successful or not, and I caught
a bit of the entrepreneurial bug myself.
But then I had to pause things to have
my son,” she says.

Welcoming talent in
When Garvey came to Abbey Road, her
task was to figure out a strategy to ensure
the studio became better known and
more accessible, while remaining true
to its brand and evolving it as a hub of
innovation.
“When I arrived, it seemed there were
quite a few frustrated innovators here,
and the question was how do we engage
with people like them in the digital era.
This place has an amazing history of innovation. An EMI engineer called Alan
Blumlein, who did all his experiments
here, invented stereo sound here in 1933.
“He was about 30 years ahead of himself, and it wasn’t used commercially
until the 1960s. In other ways, our engineers and technicians work with artists
to do things like plug instruments into
desks, come up with new ways of dealing
with tape, such as double tracking, or
flanging (creating an echo-like sound).
So people have always been innovating
here, working to create new sounds to
help artists achieve their vision.
“With that in mind, I spent about a
year looking at the digital music space,
seeing what was there and how vibrant it
was. I admit I was pretty sceptical about
what we might find. There was a lot of
derivative type tech, but also I was pleasantly surprised.”
She set up Abbey Road Red, described
as Europe’s only truly music-focused incubator, which has been up and running
for a little over three years. Its intake is up
to five or six start-ups a year, and 14 have
come through the doors so far.
Collectively they’ve raised $27 million,
and they’re valued at over $150 million.
As is the case with start-ups, some have
made it, some have not, and some are
ticking along.
“We find businesses that are trying to
navigate what is a very complex music
landscape. In one sense, we give them
a brand platform to shout from, but also
with our parent being Universal Music, we can help them network into the
broader music world and achieve whatever their vision is,” Garvey says.
“We build a completely bespoke sixmonth programme around each of them,

Isabel Garvey: ‘In the
music industry, you see
how easily people can
rise and fall’
Picture: Jill Furmanovsky

I guess I was
living a bit of
the rock ’n’
roll dream. I
could touch the
creativity; I was
that close to it

understanding what they are trying to
achieve in the next two years or so. We
have five or six start-ups that we’re
speaking to at the moment in terms of
this year’s intake. We tend to get them
post-seed round, but before series A
funding rounds. We give them that help
they need right before their next round
of financing.
“How we find them is very network-led. We have very good relationships with venture capital firms. Our
mentors – who are everything from
successful entrepreneurs, to coding or
PR and marketing experts, and to whom
the entrants have access – also hear about
them, or we might hear about them from
angel investors we know.
“Those networks are where you tend to
find the really good people with the best
ideas, or the ones that are well-backed,
with good boards around them. You realise that it’s the people that drive these
start-ups’ ideas, and it’s all about backing

the people. How they have built their
team, and who they’re connected with,
is very telling to start with.”
Garvey gives a rundown of some of the
recent start-ups she and her team have
been working with. Vochlea is a microphone that you train on your voice to
create diﬀerent sounds. You can beatbox
into it and build tracks, or you can make
a trumpet sound with your voice and it
will produce a trumpet sound.
“Artists love it, because they can quickly put an idea together. It’s not replacing
anyone; it’s helping them create. That
breaks down barriers. You don’t need to
be a concert pianist to hum a piano tune:
it’s the democratisation of creativity in
a good way,” she says.
A Japanese lyric visualisation business,
Cotodama, is focused on the power of
lyrics. It has developed a beautiful speaker that connects to your music app, and
has exact-second time synchronisation,
so an artist sees lyrics come up. “We es-
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Noel Gallagher laying down tracks at Abbey Road in February 2018

Jill Furmanovsky

Nile Rodgers: the Chic legend is Abbey Road’s chief creative director

We believe
people will
continue to want
to come into
spaces like this
and create that
beautiful sound
in the studios

A session awaits its players at Abbey Road, with grand piano visible at rear

pecially liked the back-end tech with
the time-stamping, which has multiple
applications.”
Broomx, an immersive virtual reality
(VR) start-up from Barcelona, used a
fish-eye lens and a white room to project
an image immersively around the room.
“It had various music applications, but
also ones in areas like wellness. They have
a client in Canada with which they’ve
run clinical studies where people with
dementia and Alzheimer’s have tried
out their tech,” she says.
“They found that many patients needed less medication or were happier in
themselves afterwards. We were focused
on the music-related uses, of course,
but we’ve been really fascinated by the
breadth of their oﬀering.”
British start-up Lickd has built a synch
music micro-licensing platform to enable Youtube influencers to add music
content to their videos. It’s something
they couldn’t do before because it would

mean the income related to their videos
would go direct to a record label.
“It’s been challenging for them, but we
think they’re almost there. It’s been really
interesting to see what they’re doing,
and it’s a part of the music business that
hasn’t gone fully digital yet.”
The last two firms Garvey talks about
use artificial intelligence (AI). “Many
of us, in all business sectors, including
the creative one, are concerned about
the impact of AI and robotics. We’re all
asking what it will mean if humans aren’t
needed at some stage. But I don’t think
we’re as likely to get to that dark and
doom-laden dystopia as others might
believe,” she says.
“There are creative tools that use AI,
and artists can really engage with them,
to perhaps enhance and maybe speed
up their creative process or, say, to help
a musician better convey an idea to
somebody.”
A US/British start-up, Humtap allows
users to hum and tap into an app, creating
a backline for you to sing over. “It uses
complex back-end tech, the more impressive for the fact that it can be used on
a mobile device. They’re targeting teens
who want to create their own tracks and
share them,” Garvey says.
“We will see if that’s ultimately what
they achieve, but either way their tech
is phenomenally clever. Whether they
stay on that trajectory, or pivot, we think
they’re going to do something very interesting.”
The founder of the second AI start-up,
Lifescore, is a composer. “At the moment,
he’s just working with an algorithm, but
it will be AI once it scales. The way he
describes it, is that he’s teaching the
computer about the Lego bricks, if you
like: the diﬀerent elements that make
up a composition. And it’s generative
composition, so you never hear the same
thing twice, unless there’s a reason to.
“To date, if you let generative composition run for an hour or two, it goes
wonky: the computer doesn’t understand
core progression, because it hasn’t been
coded in. He’s teaching it how to do that,
and how to meaningfully compress and
stretch music. I’ve listened to it a bit, and
he really seems to be on to something. It’s
an example of how the tech is making the
composition better, and the composer is
making the tech better, so it’s a symbiotic
relationship.”
Tom Gruber, one of the co-founders of
Siri, which was sold to Apple, is on the
company’s board. “He talks about it very
eloquently as well, adding that the day
the computer composes music on its own
is a bit dystopian, and the challenge is to
look at how we can get the best out of
both people and the tech,” Garvey says.
“They’re getting a lot of traction in the
areas of fitness and mindfulness, and
we’re also helping introduce them to
some brands, because they have a brand
play as part of their strategy.”

An app-titude for
creativity
Not only are they incubating start-ups,
Garvey’s staﬀ have also proved their met-

tle in terms of internal innovation by
creating an award-winning app for musicians, Topline. With more than 8,000
downloads, the free app is designed to
make it easier to capture songwriting
ideas.
“Producers and musicians told us they
were using voice notes on their phones,
but they found it wasn’t great for searchability, and there was no way to layer any
audio. Last year it won British music app
of the year for user experience at the UK
App Awards,” she says.
“Some of the artists who come in here
and record tell us that they use it, so some
of the users are at that high level. It’s
there to serve a niche community, and
it’s our way of demonstrating that we
can add value and that we understand
the music process before you come in
here to record your music.”
Garvey has also grown a digital services division of the business, which
oﬀers mastering and mixing online to
what is a substantial international market. Musicians can pick the engineer they
work with, and it’s a bespoke service.
“Consumer research we commissioned last year found that there’s a
phenomenal awareness of our brand:
over 80 per cent in most large territories,
and 96 per cent of music makers said
they’d potentially be interested in using
our services. It’s a big part of our oﬀering,
which is relatively straightforward to just
keep growing,” she says.
The final arm of the company whose
expansion the Dubliner has overseen is
an educational one: Abbey Road Institute.
“There’s a really lovely culture here
with our sound engineers. It’s very mentor-led and they all help each other. And
of course they are exposed to such an
eclectic mix of recordings, given who
we have coming through our doors,”
she says.
“We joke that it takes longer to become
an engineer here than it does to become
a doctor. From runner, which tends to be
the starting role, to senior engineer, it’s an
eight-year career path. We felt that there
was a very natural progression from that
to education. We wanted it to be a way of
reaching out, in order to help people get
a bit of the magic and mentorship that’s
available here.”
It culminated in a joint venture with
Australian producer, sound engineer and
businessman Tom Misner, who brought
experience of having grown and sold an
education business.
“We oﬀer a one-year intense diploma
in music production and audio engineering, the curriculum for which has largely
been created by our engineers. It’s very
hands-on and practical, with the majority of time spent on recording rather
than sitting in a classroom,” Garvey says.
“We keep it niche, authentically run
and close to the brand. It’s the flagship
school, so sets the standard for our other
ones, which have been franchised in
the Netherlands, France, Germany and
Australia. The London one has been going since late 2015, and it’s been a great
success.
“We do two intakes of 20 students a
year. The one here is hopefully about to
move into a larger building nearby, if we

Jan Klos

get planning permission, because the
demand from students has exceeded
our capacity.
“Seventy per cent of our students go
straight into music related jobs after graduation, and very few of them are going
into jobs where they’re starting on the

bottom rung at a studio or anything. Some
are going to mix music, to the BBC, or to
work with start-ups. Some are assisting
composers and producers, others are in
their own bands.”
The business is positioned to keep
steadily expanding, Garvey says, with
one or two more locations to be announced this year. Might Ireland be one
of them?
“We might be having a few conversations there. Discussions are ongoing.
We’d love to do something there. It’d give
me an excuse to get home more often,”

she says, laughing.
Given how she and her team are making their mark on Abbey Road in so many
ways, it comes as no surprise that Garvey
also wants to encourage more women into sound engineering and music
production.
A woman has never won a ‘Producer
of the Year’ Grammy, and studies last
year by New York-based group Women
In Music and the University of Southern
California both point to the underrepresentation of women in not only in such
roles, but also as songwriters and artists.
Garvey is planning an initiative to help
to address this, something that will further raise the studio’s profile while doing
good. “We believe people will continue to
want to come into spaces like this, albeit
perhaps for shorter periods of time to
avail of our expertise here and create that
beautiful sound in the studios,” she says.
“When I joined, I felt Abbey Road
seemed a bit unapproachable and that
we needed to dust oﬀ its image a bit.
But what has been a transformational
four years into our strategic vision, we
now like to think we’re more accessible,
and have something to oﬀer many more
people.”
Though Garvey admits to “disgracefully” having no musical talent herself, there
is a creative and musical streak elsewhere
in her family. “My grandfather and sister
were and are incredible pianists, so it
didn’t quite make it to my genes.”
If she ever wants to have a go anyway, it
shouldn’t be too diﬃcult to find someone
in her workplace who might give her a
beginner’s lesson or two.
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